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The synthesis and characterization of two solid solutions in the Bi–Sr–Ca–O system are reported. They have the same cationic
stoichiometry but different oxygen content. The so-called oxidized solid solution (Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6 )O6 exists for 0∏x∏0.5.

The cell parameters for the member with x=0 are ao=5.89228(9), bo=5.98928(8), co=8.38336(14) Å, bo=89.946(5) °, and the

space group is P21/n. It shows a slightly distorted perovskite structure with parameters √2ap×√2ap×2ap and two
crystallographically independent B positions with occupancies 95% Bi/5% Ca (site 1) and 45% Bi/65% Ca (site 2) ordered in a 3D
NaCl-type arrangement. The reduced solid solution, (Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6)O6−d (d=0.79), exists for the same cationic range and

can be obtained from the oxidized solid solution by reduction in air or oxygen at 800 °C. This process is reversible: the reduced
solid solution leads to the oxidized one by treatment in oxygen at 650 °C. At lower temperatures other oxidation–reduction
reactions take place without apparent modification of the structure of the starting phases showing oxygen non-stoichiometry. The

reduced solid solution shows a perovskite-related structure with cell parameters for x=0: ar=11.2396(5), br=5.9097(3), cr=
20.0787(9) Å, br=101.747(4) ° in space group P21/c; 63.6% of bismuth is in the +3 valence state and 36.4% is in the +5 valence
state.

The crystal chemistry of ternary or pseudoternary bismuth with disordered barium and bismuth occupying both A and B
sites. These phases show a very rich redox behaviour andand lead oxides is relevant for the understanding of supercon-
crystal chemistry because of the capability of bismuth toductivity at high temperatures in these materials. Potassium
present oxidation states of +3 and +5 with unusual co-doped BaBiO3 and bismuth doped BaPbO3 show critical
ordination surroundings (for BiIII ).12,13 In the bismuth-richtemperatures of 30 and 13 K,1,2 respectively and have been
region of the Ba–Bi–O system, the same feature leads to theextensively studied. BaPb1−xBi

x
03 shows metallic conductivity

existence of a wide homogeneity range for the perovskitefor 0∏x∏0.35 and semiconducting behavior for 0.35∏x∏1.
structure, with different superstructures depending on theSuperconductivity occurs in the metallic phase, with an optimal
temperature.14superconducting transition temperature at x=0.25. The solid

Bismuth ternary oxides containing alkaline-earth ionssolution shows orthorhombic or tetragonal symmetries for low
other than barium have been studied as secondary phasesbismuth contents and a monoclinic distortion for compositions
in the Bi–Sr–Ca–Cu–O system, where the superconductorsclose to BaBiO3 .3 In the undoped monoclinic BaBiO3 (a=
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 with important techno-6.02, b=6.07, c=8.50 Å, b=90.2 °), bismuth is present with a
logical applications belong. Phases with compositionsformal oxidation state of +4, being disproportionated into
Ca6Bi6O15 , CaBi2O4 , Ca4Bi6O13 and Sr2Bi2O5 have been fullyBi3+ and Bi5+ because of the instability of the 6s1 configuration.
characterised and none of them show a structure apparentlyThe two cations occupy two crystallographically independent
related to perovskite.15–20 Only three phases have been foundB positions of the perovskite that alternate along the three
showing this structure but not superconductivity, these beingdirections of the cubic subcell. This order, implying charge
Sr10Bi6O24−y , Sr6Bi2O12−y21 and (Ba1−xSr

x
)2 (Sr0.67Bi0.33 )localization, results in a charge density wave phase with

(Pb1−yBi
y
)O6−d .22 In the system Bi–Sr–Ca–O several phasesinsulating properties.4,5 Potassium doping induces charge

(Bi9Sr11Ca5Oy
, Bi2Sr1−xCa1+xOy

, Bi2Sr3−xCa
x
O
y
, BiSr3−x-delocalization that competes with the charge density wave

Ca
x
O
y
) have been identified as impurities during the processingmechanism, leading to a transition to a cubic superconducting

of high-temperature superconductors23–25 and their stabilityphase for x=0.4. The discovery of superconductivity in
and stoichiometry range has been recently determined.24,25Ba1−xKx

BiO3 took place after the finding of high Tc supercon-
Nevertheless, their true stoichiometry is not clear and none ofductivity in La2−xBa

x
CuO4 in 1986.6 With the aim of compar-

them has been structurally characterised, even though pro-ing bismuth or lead perovskites with cuprates, subsequent
posals for their space groups have been reported. Here, weresearch was done to find layered phases of the Ruddlesden–
present a crystallochemical study of the oxidized and reducedPopper type with formulation (BaO)(BaMO3 )n (M=Pb, Bi).
forms of Bi9Sr11Ca5Oy , a phase with a structure related toThus, the phases Ba2PbO4 and Ba4Pb3O107,8 have been iso-
perovskite, and for which we propose a different formulation,lated and correspond to the members with n=1 and n=3 of
Sr2−xCa

x
Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d .the above series, whereas only the phase with n=2,

Ba3−xKx
Bi2O7 , has been found in the case of bismuth.9

ExperimentalAttempts to obtain the n=1 and n=3 lead phases supercon-
ducting have been made8,10 by doping with bismuth, but only

Synthesis
the phase Ba1.9K0.1Bi0.85Pb0.15O4 seems to be a superconductor
with Tc=14 K.11 The composition ‘Ba2BiO4’ does not show Samples of composition Sr2−xCa0.6+xBi1.4O6−d with d=0.8

and x=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 were prepared by the ceramicthe K2NiF4 structure, corresponding in fact to perovskites
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method, starting with Bi2O3 (Aldrich 99.9%), SrCO3 (Baker 0.04 ° and a scan speed of 4 ° min−1 in 2h. The data for the
refinement of cell parameters were collected with a step size99.9%) and CaCO3 (Baker 99.95%). Stoichiometric amounts

of the above reactants were mixed and ground in an agate of 0.02 °. The pattern for the crystal structure determin-
ation of Sr2 (Ca0.6Bi0.4)BiO6 was obtained with the Rigakumortar, pelletized and treated in flowing synthetic air (80%

O2–20% N2 , Carburos Metálicos, 99.995%) at 800 °C for diffractometer between 2h=15 and 115 °, with step size of
0.02 ° and a counting time of 12 s. Profile refinements, using120 h with four intermediate regrindings. The oxidized samples

(d=0) were prepared by heating the corresponding reduced the Rietveld method, were carried out with the help of program
FULLPROF.28ones in pure flowing oxygen (Carburos Metálicos, 99.995%),

with one thermal cycle of 12 h and two of 24 h at 650 °C. The
heating and cooling rates in all the treatments were 200 and Magnetic susceptibility
300 °C min−1 , respectively. The purity of the samples was

Magnetic measurements were performed at 5 K with atested systematically by conventional X-ray diffraction and by
Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer for magnetic fieldselectron diffraction combined with X-ray energy-dispersive
of 10, 100, 1000 and 10 000 G. Electrical resistivity measure-analysis (XEDS).
ments were done by using the four-point method (1 mA) at
room temperature.Chemical analysis

Iodometric analyses were performed to determine the oxidation
Resultsstate for bismuth. After dissolving the samples in 3  HCl, an

excess of KI was added. The I2 formed by reaction with BiV In the course of our work on new tubular phases related to
was titrated with standardized Na2S2O3 using starch as indi- the Bi2Sr2Ca

n−1Cu2O2n+4 high-temperature superconduc-
cator. The estimated error for these analysis is ±0.05 O per tors29–31 the systematic presence in powder samples of crystals
formula unit. of composition close to SrBi0.7Ca0.3Oy

as determined by XEDS
and characteristic electron diffraction pattern (see below) was

Thermogravimetry observed. The synthesis of that phase was then tackled
assuming the formulation Bi1−xCa

x
SrO

y
(0∏x∏1) and single-The experiments were performed in a TGA-7 Perkin Elmer

phased samples were obtained only for x=0.3. The oxygenthermal balance (max. sensitivity=0.1 mg) with starting sample
content was determined by iodometric analysis allowing themasses of 20–40 mg and 60 cm3 min−1 flow rates for purging
formulation of the stoichiometry SrBi0.7Ca0.3O2.6 . In ordergases. Oxygen contents determinations were attempted in
to investigate the relative variation of the alkaline-earthAr–H2 (95% Ar–5% H2 , Carburos Metálicos 99.995%). The
metal content the preparative work was extended under thesamples were heated at 15 °C min−1 up to 485 °C, where a
(Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6)O6−d stoichiometry constraint. The400 min isothermal step was performed. Higher temperatures

samples were routinely characterized by powder X-ray (XRD)were avoided in order to prevent evaporation of metallic
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and their com-bismuth, which becomes significant above 540 °C. The presence
position was analysed by XEDS and TG. The limit of the solidof small amounts of carbonates, basic carbonates or hydroxides
solution involving the formal substitution of calcium for stron-as impurities formed in some samples by ambient exposure
tium was found to be x#0.5. The oxygen content of themade those experiments unreliable from a quantitative point
samples, determined from iodometric analysis was 5.20±0.05.of view. However they were still useful to observe the relative

Annealing experiments under pure oxygen at low tempera-changes on oxygen stoichiometry. Experiments under flowing
ture showed that all the samples of this solid solution gain theoxygen or argon (Carburos Metálicos 99.995%) were per-
same amount of oxygen, up to d=0, independently of theformed in both non-isothermal and isothermal conditions
Sr/Ca ratio. The resulting oxidized compounds are single-using different maximum temperatures between 650 and 900 °C.
phased with characteristic XRD and SAED patterns, indicating
that a solid solution, (Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6 )O6 , exists at leastElectron diffraction

in the same stoichiometry range that the original reduced one.
Electron diffraction patterns were obtained using a JEOL Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of the x=0 member of each
JEM-1210 microscope operating at 120 kV, equipped with a phase, the reduced Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 (a), and the oxidized one,
side-entry 60/30 ° double tilt GATHAN 646 analytical speci- Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 (b).
men holder and a Link QX2000 XEDS element analysis
system. The specimens for electron microscopy were prepared Redox behaviour and phase identification
by grinding the powder sample, dispersing it in n-butanol, and

The reduction of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d in Ar/H2 (Fig. 2) takesdepositing a droplet of this suspension on a carbon coated
place in two well separated steps. The total mass loss is 8.13%holey film supported on an aluminium grid.
(implying d=0.45) and corresponds to the overall process:For quantitative XEDS analysis the specimen was held at

the optimum degree of tilt with respect to the X-ray detector,
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d+(3.4−d )H2x=+20 °, y=−20 °. We used the ratio method on thin crys-
�2SrO+0.6CaO+1.4Bi+(3.4−d )H2Otals.26,27 Typically, 20 small crystals of each phase, showing

their characteristic electron diffraction patterns, were analysed
This d value is significantly lower than that obtained by

at 100 000× with a counting time of 100 s. The proportionality
iodometric analysis (0.79±0.05). The oxidation of a different

constants were determined by analysing pure standard samples
sample with x=0 in O2 in isothermal conditions (see inset of

of Bi2Sr2O5 and CaBi2O4 .16,19 Fig. 3), gave a d value of 0.78 if the uptake of oxygen is
assumed to be up to d=0.0 (from iodometric analysis, this d

X-Ray diffraction
was 0.02, near zero, for a sample prepared in the furnace in
the same conditions). The low d value obtained in Ar–H2 forX-Ray powder diffraction patterns were obtained using Cu

radiation with both a Siemens D-500 diffractometer [l(Cu- the first sample could be due to a larger than expected mass
loss caused by the presence of small amounts of carbonates,Ka)=1.5418 Å] and a Rigaku Rotaflex RU-200B rotating-

anode diffractometer featuring monochromatized (Ge 111) basic carbonates or hydroxides formed during atmospheric
exposure. The estimated error in the oxygen content causedradiation [l(Cu-Ka1 )=1.5406 Å]. The patterns for routine

phase identification and purity checking of the samples by the hypothetical presence of these products, is important
for TG and negligible for iodometric analysis. Because of that,were collected between 2h=5 and 70 ° with a step size of
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Fig. 1 Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of (a) Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d , d=0.79; (b) Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 ; (c) Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O4.70 , (d) Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.60 . (a)
includes the peak fitting performed with the program FULLPROF.

we have taken d=0.79 as the true oxygen content for this
phase and have corrected the d values obtained by TG for the
intermediate phase with lower oxygen content.

The first mass loss in Ar–H2 (Fig. 2), 1.43%, occurs from
248 °C (onset) up to 550 °C (see the non isothermal run on the
inset) and could be associated with the stabilization of a phase
with stoichiometry Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O4.70 . Fig. 1(c) shows the
XRD pattern of this phase, prepared by treatment of
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 in Ar–H2 at 485 °C. The second step in the
TG experiment takes place after isothermal treatment at
485 °C and corresponds to the decomposition of the phase
with 4.70 O. The stoichiometry obtained for the sample,
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 , leads to an average formal oxidation state
for bismuth of +3.73, i.e., a content of 36.4% of BiV and
63.6% of BiIII . The TG in oxygen for the same sample (Fig. 3)
shows an initial small mass loss (from A to B). This could be

Fig. 2 TG plot in Ar–H2 for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d (d=0.79) assigned to CO2 or H2O losses from the mentioned impurities
that may be present in the sample. At 650 °C a mass gain takes
place, finishing at 782 °C (point C). At higher temperatures
(800 °C) the sample loses 0.2 mass% that is partially recovered
when cooling to room temperature (from D to E). The
stoichiometry in C is Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 , as determined with
the isothermal run at 650 °C depicted in the inset of Fig. 3 and
iodometric analysis, corresponding to a formal oxidation state
for bismuth of +4.85 (92.5% of BiV and 7.5% of BiIII). The
starting reduced phase, Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d (d=0.79), is pale
yellow, whereas the oxidized sample, Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 , is
greenish black. This behaviour is similar for every sample in
the reduced solid solution.

The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 [Fig. 1(a)] shows numerous peaks of low
intensity, the more important being centred at 2h ca. 30, 40–45
and 50–55 °. Perovskites show their more intense peaks in
these ranges and therefore this phase could have a structure
related to them. The electron diffraction patterns along the
[100], [010] and [001] zone axes (Fig. 4), and others planesFig. 3 TG plot in O2 for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d (d=0.79). Inset: isothermal

run performed at 650 °C. obtained by tilting around the b* axis, can be indexed on the
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Fig. 4 Electron diffraction patterns along the [100] (a), [010] (b) and [001] (c) zone axes of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21

basis of a monoclinic cell with a=11.2, b=5.9, c=20.0 Å and
b=102 °. Reflection conditions h0l, h=2n, 00l, l=2n, and 0k0,
k=2n, are in agreement with the P21/c space group
(no. 14).32 The spots 00l with l=2n+1 in the pattern along
the [100] zone axis are due to multiple reflection. The relation-
ship of this cell with the perovskite subcell may be obtained
taking into account the following considerations: (i ) the elec-
tron diffraction pattern along the [6019] zone axis (Fig. 5)
could correspond to the [110]p plane of a perovskite subcell
with axes as#bs=√2ap#6 Å, cs=ap [ap being the parameter
of the ideal cubic perovskite cell (ca. 4 Å)]; (ii ) in the a*c*
plane it is possible to distinguish some intense reflections that
are indexed 504 and 1906 (Fig. 6). These reflections define a
subcell of dimensions 2.9×2.2 Å with orthogonal axes, that
would correspond to a perovskite with parameters as=√2 ap
and cs=ap . These two axes form angles, in the reciprocal
space, of 25.5 and 15.5 ° with a* and c*, respectively. Then the
cell 11.2×5.9×20 Å is a supercell of a perovskite cell with
as=√2 ap , bs=√2 ap and cs=ap , both having the b axis in

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of the a*c* plane of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21common. The lattice parameters were determined by a peak showing the relationship between the a* and c* axes and a perovskite
fitting of the X-ray powder diffraction data using the subcell with a=√2 ap and c=apFULLPROF program28 to a=11.2396(5), b=5.9097(3), c=
20.0787 (9) Å and b=101.747(4) ° [see Fig. 1(a)].

The phase with stoichiometry Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O4.70 , obtained
by reduction of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 in Ar–H2 (see before), shows
similar X-ray and electron diffraction patterns and cell param-
eters [Fig. 1(c)]. However, it is possible to observe satellite
reflections in the electron diffraction plane along the direction
indexed [110]p in the perovskite subcell (see Fig. 7). These
satellites could be related to oxygen vacancies additional to
those existing in the phase with 5.21 O that would lead to the

Fig. 7 Electron diffraction pattern along the [110]p zone axis of
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O4.70

appearance of an incommensurate superstructure. The average
formal valence for bismuth in this phase is +3.

According with TG experiments, the treatment of the
reduced yellow phase Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d in oxygen at 650 °C
for 36 h leads to a greenish black powder with an X-ray
diffraction pattern that clearly corresponds to a perovskite
structure [Fig. 1(b)]. This process appears to be reversible: theFig. 5 Electron diffraction pattern along the [601:] zone axis of

Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 treatment in air or oxygen at 800 °C leads again to the yellow
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phase: The electron diffraction planes for the phase with 5.60 O per
formula unit obtained in Ar or Ar–H2 are the same as for
Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 , suggesting a random distribution of the

Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d+d/2O2
yellow

cbbbe
O2 ,650 °C

800 °C, air or O2

Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0
black oxygen vacancies in the perovskite structure.

The reduction of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 in Ar–H2 takes place in
Crystal structure determination of Sr

2
Bi

1.4
Ca

0.6
O

6two separated steps (Fig. 8). The total mass loss is 9.25%,
corresponding to an initial oxygen stoichiometry of 6.00 atoms Fig. 10 shows the observed and calculated X-ray diffraction
per formula unit. Iodometric analysis of this sample leads to patterns and Table 1 gives the corresponding crystallographic
an oxygen content of 5.98±0.05. The first mass loss (1.09%) data. A perspective view of the structure along a direction
occurs at low temperatures (Tonset=200 °C) and leads to the close to [110] ([100]p) is shown in Fig. 11. The starting atomic
stabilization of an intermediate phase with 5.60 O per formula coordinates for the profile refinement were taken from the
unit. This process takes place also in Ar atmosphere, with perovskite La2LiSbO6 , that shows the lattice constants
identical mass loss at a similar temperature. The second step a=5.6226(1), b=5.7199(1), c=7.9689(2) Å, b=89.796(9) °
in Ar–H2 corresponds to a mass loss of 8.16%, associated with and the same space group P21/n.33 In this compound Li
the decomposition of this intermediate phase: and Sb atoms are ordered in two B positions (2c and 2d) that

alternate along the three crystallographic axes of the cubicSr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.60+3H2�2SrO+0.6CaO+1.4Bi+3H2O perovskite subcell, in a NaCl-type distribution. La atoms
The formal oxidation state for bismuth in Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 occupy the A positions of the perovskite, all of them being

is +4.85, corresponding to 7.5% of Bi3+ and 92.5% of Bi5+ . crystallographically equivalent. In Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 , the refine-
The phase with 5.60 O per formula unit was isolated by ment was started with Bi and Ca occupying the two B sites
thermal treatment of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 during 24 h at 300 °C and Sr in the A site, and a stoichiometry constraint was
in the furnace under an Ar flow. Despite the fact that this imposed in order to maintain the Bi to Ca ratio equal to that
oxygen content is close to that of the yellow reduced phase, obtained from XEDS, 1.4–0.6 (an unconstrained refinement
the colour of this sample is also greenish black and the gave no significant deviations from these values). The final
corresponding X-ray diffraction pattern [see Fig. 1(d)] is simi- parameters for this model are shown in Table 1. These results
lar to that of the oxidized phase Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.00 . were compared with those obtained starting with a model with

The study of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 by electron diffraction leads to one B position occupied statistically by Bi and Ca (site 4e)
an apparent orthorhombic cell with parameters a=5.9, b=6.0 and two independent A sites for Sr atoms (sites 2c and 2d).
and c=8.4 Å (Fig. 9). These correspond to a perovskite with The second model did not lead to a good fitting of the peak
cell dimensions √2 ap×√2ap×2ap . The observed reflection assigned to the reflection set 011, 101 and 1019 (2h ca. 18 °),
conditions h0l, h+l=2n, h00, h=2n, 00l, l=2n and 0k0, k= very sensitive to the ordering of B cations (see inset on Fig. 10).
2n are consistent with the monoclinic space group P21/n (no. This allowed us to accept the first model in which we refined
14). The spots 0k0 with k=2n+1 in the patterns along the different starting occupations for Bi and Ca in the two B sites.
[100] and [001] zone axes are due to multiple reflections. The best fitting corresponded to a model with site 1 (2c)

occupied essentially by Bi (96%) and site 2 (2d) occupied by
45% of Bi and 55% of Ca, meaning that the B-cation arrange-
ment is rock salt type and not random.

The two octahedra show metal–oxygen distances that agree
with the mean ionic radii of each site, considering that 92.5%
of bismuth is in +5 oxidation state (rBi5+=0.74 Å for CN=
6) (Table 2). The coordination polyhedron around Sr is a
distorted cuboctahedron, showing eight MMO distances
between 2.48 and 3.18 Å. Other bismuth alkaline earth perov-
skites showing ordering of B cations are Ba2+xBi2−xO6−d ,34
Sr10Bi6O24−d , Sr6Bi2O12−d21 and (Ba1−xSr

x
)2 (Sr0.67Bi0.33 )-

(Pb1−yBi
y
)O6−d .22 The cationic order observed in such phases

is similar to that of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 , with two sites, B and B∞,
alternating along the three directions, [100], [010] and [001]
of the cubic perovskite subcell. However, the observed sym-
metry of those phases is higher than P21/n. They show

Fig. 8 TG plot in Ar–H2 for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 rhombohedral, cubic, or tetragonal symmetries. The main

Fig. 9 Electron diffraction patterns corresponding to the [100] (a), [010] (b) and [001] (c) zone axes of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0
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Fig. 10 Observed and calculated X-ray diffraction patterns for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0

Table 1 Crystallographic data for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0a (a) atomic
coordinates and (b) thermal parameters
(a)

occupancy Wyckoff
atom x y z factor site symmetry

Bi(1) 0.0000 0.5000 0.0000 0.950(1) 2c
Ca(1) 0.00000 0.50000 0.0000 0.050(1) 2c
Bi(2) 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.450(1) 2d
Ca(2) 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.550(1) 2d
Sr 0.512(1) 0.5419(2) 0.2489(4) 1.0000 4e
O(1) 0.213(2) 0.218(2) −0.070(2) 1.0000 4e
O(2) 0.287(2) 0.706(2) −0.044(2) 1.0000 4e
O(3) 0.412(2) 0.969(1) 0.256(2) 1.0000 4e

(b)

b11 b22 b33 b12 b13 b23
Fig. 11 Perspective view of the structure of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0 along a

Bi/Ca(1) 32(6) 16(3) −16(1) −47(9) −34(8) 10(9) direction close to [110] ([100]p)Bi/Ca(2) 51(11) 36(6) 9(2) −46(15) −92(12) −12(15)
Sr 80(8) 75(6) 14(2) 13(12) −49(11) −18(7)

at 5 K for magnetic fields of 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 G. For
all samples the observed values corresponded to the sum ofaSpace group P21/n; a=5.89228(9), b=5.98928(8), c=8.38336(14) Å,

b=89.946(5)°. Number of reflections=411, U=0.197(6), V= atomic susceptibilities (between −600×10−6 and −200×10−6
−0.058(5), W=0.0329(9). Reliability factors: Rp=5.86, Rwp=8.19, emu mol−1 ). The values for the room temperature electrical
Re=5.00, x2=2.69, RBrag=2.86. Thermal parameters (×104 ) according resistivities for the same samples were found in the range of
to the expression: exp[−h2 bl1+k2b22+l2b33+2hk b12+2hl b13+2kl

megaohms.b23 )]. b isotropic for O(1), O(2) and O(3)=0.60(15) Å2 .

difference between those structures of similar topology and Discussion
that of Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 comes from the different octahedral tilt

In bismuth perovskites, the reduction to oxygen deficient
system in each case. The cubic perovskites do not show such

compounds containing BiIII cations is commonly observed.
tilting (Glazer’s35 notation a0a0a0 ), whereas Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6 Mixed valence and oxygen deficiency are related and have an
shows octahedral tilts in the three directions of the cubic

influence on the crystal structure and properties. The tempera-
perovskite subcell, [100]p (Glazer’s notation: a−b−b− ).

ture and atmosphere of the synthesis and annealing processes
allow one to control the, frequently reversible, phase transitions

Physical properties
or reactions involved. Moreover, for a given cationic stoichi-
ometry, the structure of the final phase may be dependentMagnetic susceptibilities of oxidized and reduced samples with

x=0, Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6.0 and Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 were measured upon the synthesis conditions.13,22 This set of phenomena have
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Table 2 Bond distances (Å) and angles (°) for Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6

Bi/Ca(1)MO(1) (×2) 2.182(13) Ca/Bi(2)MO(1) (×2) 2.220(13)
Bi/Ca(1)MO(2) (×2) 2.124(13) Ca/Bi(2)MO(2) (×2) 2.195(13)
Bi/Ca(1)MO(3) (×2) 2.118(15) Ca/Bi(2)MO(3) (×2) 2.216(15)

O(1)MBi/Ca(1)MO(1) 180 O(1)MCa/Bi(2)MO(1) 180
O(1)MBi/Ca(1)MO(2)(×2) 86.9(8) O(1)MCa/Bi(2)MO(2) 89.5(8)
O(1)MBi/Ca(1)MO(2)(×2) 93.1(9) O(1)MCa/Bi(2)MO(2) 90.5(8)
O(1)MBi/Ca(1)MO(3)(×2) 93.0(1) O(1)MCa/Bi(2)MO(3) 97(1)
O(1)MBi/Ca(1)MO(3)(×2) 87.0(8) O(1)MCa/Bi(2)MO(3) 82.7(8)
O(2)MBi/Ca(1)MO(2) 180 O(2)MCa/Bi(2)MO(2) 180
O(2)MBi/Ca(1)MO(3)(×2) 91.2(1) O(2)MCa/Bi(2)MO(3) 87.9(9)
O(2)MBi/Ca(1)MO(3)(×2) 88.8(9) O(2)MCa/Bi(2)MO(3) 92.1(9)
O(3)MBi/Ca(1)MO(3) 180 O(3)MCa/Bi(2)MO(3) 180

SrMO(1) 2.476(16) SrMO(3) 2.630(9)
SrMO(1) 2.634(16) SrMO(3) 2.533(12)
SrMO(1) 2.961(17) Sr…O(1) 3.747(16)
SrMO(1) 3.181(16) Sr…O(2) 3.642(16)
SrMO(2) 2.814(16) Sr…O(3) 3.479(12)
SrMO(2) 2.560(16) Sr…O(3) 3.425(11)

O(1)MSrMO(1) 113(1) O(2)MSrMO(2) 126(1)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 67.9(6) O(2)MSrMO(2) 117(1)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 69.5(6) O(2)MSrMO(2) 126(1)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 72.7(8) O(2)MSrMO(3) 66.1(6)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 159(4) O(2)MSrMO(3) 66.5(6)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 79.9(9) O(2)MSrMO(3) 133(1)
O(1)MSrMO(2) 71.6(6) O(2)MSrMO(3) 110.2(9)
O(1)MSrMO(3) 135(1) O(2)MSrMO(3) 65.9(5)
O(1)MSrMO(3) 112(1) O(2)MSrMO(3) 132(1)
O(2)MSrMO(2) 81.0(7) O(3)MSrMO(3) 86.9(5)

been already observed in the bismuth alkaline-earth oxides. group Pmmm and lattice parameters a=5.9979(3), b=
5.8966(3), c=8.3907(4) Å. The high temperature (supposedlyParticularly the phase equilibria in the Bi–Sr–Ca–O system

has been recently scrutinized.24,25 In this context, two solid fully reduced to Bi3+ ) form was analyzed by those authors as
monoclinic with space group Pc and lattice parameters a=solutions, namely Bi9Sr11−xCa5+xOy

and Bi2Sr1−xCa1+xOy
,

have been identified. For the first of them a phase transition 11.224(1), b=5.9064(5), c=20.049(3) Å and b=101.78(1) °.
An independent determination of the lattice parameters of thatdepending on the temperature and the oxygen partial pressure

has been reported24,25 and the reversibility of that process phase on samples with a Sr5Ca5Bi ratio of 35.3528.7536.0
(meaning Sr1.37Ca1.11Bi1.4Oy

), under the same hypothesis forinvestigated.23
Roth et al. first reported a phase with stoichiometry the space group Pc, was recently published by Muller et al.25

providing the set a=11.195(2), b=5.914(1), c=19.972(4) ÅSr3CaBi2O7 and parameters a=20.000(8), b=5.927(2), c=
11.283(4) Å and b=101.68(3) °.36 It was described as a and b=101.78(1) °. The stoichiometry range at 820 °C

(35.2528.8536.0 to 54.759.3536.0) determined under the stoichi-member of the solid solution A4Bi2O7 (A=Sr,Ca) with a
range of existence from Bi5Sr5Ca=35251 to 55654 ometry restriction Bi/(Ca+Sr)=36/64, extends over the range

found in our work to the region poorer in calcium. In fact our[Bi/(Ca+Sr)=34/66]. Even though the cationic ratio of this
phase is very close to Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 , the oxygen content stoichiometry restriction [Bi/(Ca+Sr)=35/65] based on our

structural characterisation of the oxidized, low temperatureis different and corresponds to bismuth in +3 valence state.
However, these authors did not mention the procedure phase, was different to that proposed by Roth and Muller. No

matter what the true stoichiometry may be, this phase isfollowed to determine the oxygen stoichiometry. The reported
space group was C2/m. We have synthesized some composi- currently named 9115. The comparison of our results on the

reduced and oxidized (Sr2−xCa
x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6)O6−d solid solu-tions of the formula A4Bi2Oy

and have found impurities
under the electron microscope for all the samples, excluding tions with those reported on the 9115 one shows that they

must be in fact the same phases. Nevertheless significantSr3CaBi2Oy
. On the other hand, we were not able to

distinguish among the electron diffraction planes of this discrepancies concerning the structural characterisation and
also the stoichiometry of the system must be stressed.sample and those of our phase Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O5.21 . The two

samples show the same space group, P21/c, and therefore we Our X-ray diffraction work shows that the low temperature
phase is an ordered double perovskite. It is a well establishedconclude that both are the same phase. On the basis of that

result, the non-stoichiometry that we observed in the alkaline- fact that, in A2BB∞O6 perovskite oxides, ordering of the
B-cation sublattice is energetically favoured versus randomearth ratio would extend to the bismuth composition and,

consequently, a plausible alternative formula for the disorder as the charge (primarily) and size differences of the B
cations increase. Nevertheless the maximum possible chargeSr3CaBi2Oy

compound would be Sr2Bi1.33Ca0.66Oy
. The ther-

mal behaviour that we observe for Sr3CaBi2Oy
in Ar–H2 and and ionic radius differences in (Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6 )O6

(ca. 1.99 and 0.18 Å, respectively) do not allow any predictionO2 is nearly identical to Sr2Bi1.4Ca0.6O6−d . The oxygen
stoichiometry is 7.76 atoms per formula unit, leading to an about the ordering scheme (on the established phenomen-

ology)37 for B cation arrangement in double perovskites. Theaverage formal oxidation state for bismuth of +3.76. The
same authors later reported the existence of high and low cationic arrangement found by us in the Sr2Bi4.86+1.4Ca0.6O6

crystal structure indicates that the mean charge on the two Btemperature forms of that solid solution observed in samples
with a Sr5Ca5Bi ratio of 49.5516.5534.0 (meaning sites is +3.15 and +4.85 respectively for the (2d) and (2c)

sites, under the more plausible hypothesis that the Bi3+ atomsSr2.044Ca0.685Bi1.4Oy
).24 The low (oxidized) temperature phase

was then formulated as a triple perovskite structure with occupy exclusively the larger B sites (2d). The mean BiMO
bond distance at the (2d) and (2c) sites is 2.210 and 2.141 Å,composition (Sr2.97Ca0.03 ) (Ca0.86Bi3+0.18Bi5+1.86 )O8.88 , space
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respectively. The mean distance for 2d sites agrees with the related by redox processes associated with phase transitions
as shows the following scheme:sum of ionic radii, considering 95% occupation of Bi5+ and

5% occupation of Ca.38 In the 2c sites, the observed Bi3+MO
bond distances are similar to those found by Cox and Sleight,4
Thornton and Jacobson5 or Chaillout et al.39 in BaBiO3 .

Our space group determination for this phase by electron
diffraction indicates monoclinic P21/n as the only possibility,
confirmed also through the observation of the reflection set
(011,101 and 1019 ) around 2h=18 ° and the successful refine-
ment of the structure. This group is, together with Fm39m, one
of the space groups observed in rocksalt ordered double
perovskites. The cubic group Fm3:m is observed with unit cells
of type 2ap×2ap×2 ap in perovskites without octahedra tilting,
whereas the monoclinic P21/n has been observed in perovskites
showing this tilting.37 The allowed topological transformations
of the perovskite structure, as outlined by Glazer,35 do not
allow the orthorhombic Pmmm space group proposed by Roth
and co-workers for this phase.24 The space group Pc, for the

We have solved the crystal structure of the low-temperaturereduced (high temperature) phase has been proposed24 through
(oxidized) phase showing that it is an ordered monoclinican (unpublished) single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. Once
P21/n double perovskite corresponding to the structural formu-again we disagree with these results. Our SAED study clearly
lation Sr2((Bi3+)0.098Bi5+0.352Ca0.55 )) (Bi5+0.95Ca0.05 )O6 . Thus,shows that the true space group is centrosymmetric P21/c. The
the right formulation for the oxidised 9115 solid solution isunit cell of the reduced phases obtained in air
(Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.6Ca0.4)O6 . We have shown that the redox(Sr2−xCa

x
) (Bi1.4Ca0.6)O6−d (d=0.79) is related metrically to

transition between the low and the high temperature phasesthat of those oxidized ones by the vectorial sums ar=1/2
occurs, at least, in the 0∏x∏0.5 substitution range. For theao+5/4 co , b

r
=bo and cr=3ao−co , subscripts r and o referring

reduced high temperature phase we have shown that theto the reduced and oxidized members. The establishment of
correct space group is P21/c and the lattice shows a clearthis relationship did not allow us however to propose a
topological relationship with that of the perovskite oxidizedplausible structural model for the reduced phases.40 These
one. The spreading of the Bi/(Sr+Ca) ratio (34/66, 35/65 andshow a large unit cell with high monoclinic distortion, and the
36/64) observed by different authors in the reduced phase mustoxygen stoichiometry corresponds to 63.6% of bismuth in +3
be probably due to uncertainties inherent in experimentaloxidation state. This cation shows very distorted and generally
procedures. In any case the solid solution range in the pseudo-unpredictable coordination polyhedra with oxygen (coordi-
ternary Bi–Sr–Ca phase diagram seems to be one-dimensional.nation numbers from three to six). Because of that we are
However from the precise analytical methodology used in ourcurrently investigating the crystal structure of this phase by
work we propose that the real Bi(Sr+Ca) ratio for the 9115single crystal X-ray diffraction and high resolution electron
solid solution must be very close to 35/65, that is 9/16.7 insteadmicroscopy.
of 9/16 or 9/17.The transformation from the reduced to the oxidized solid

The phases obtained by reduction in Ar–H2 of the oxidizedsolutions depends on temperature and the oxygen partial
and reduced solid solutions are isostructural with the corre-pressure. As Baker and Glowacki have shown by consecutive
sponding starting oxides. The phase with 4.7 O shows satellitenitrogen/oxygen annealing of the reduced phase up to 850 °C23
reflections in some electron diffraction planes indicating theon samples of stoichiometry 9115, the redox process is prob-
existence of a modulated superstructure. The phase with 5.60ably reversible. This result agrees with our experiments.
O is obtained from the oxidized phase at very low temperaturesHowever we have observed that oxygen annealing processes
(Tonset=200 °C) through a reversible process, thus suggestingof the same phase at higher temperatures (ca. 900 °C) do not
interesting applications as redox catalysts for these compounds.yield a complete oxygen uptake to the oxidized form with d=

0. The latter is only obtained by oxygen processing at tempera-
This work has been funded by the Spanish CICYT (MAT93-tures below 800 °C. These results, besides the observed differ-
0240-C04 and MAT96-1037-C02) and the Comissionat perences in the allowed stoichiometry range for the reduced solid
Universitats I Recerca de la Generalitat de Catalunya (CIRIT).solution at 820 and 900 °C, suggest the occurrence of some
C.C.L. wants to thank a fellowship from the MUTIS program.irreversible processes at high temperatures. At low temperature

these phases are very sensitive to atmospheric carbon dioxide
or water and care must be taken in order to prevent analyt- References
ical errors.
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